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The meeti~g was orgaoized by S. Ferry (Bioghamton, NY, USA), A~ Ranicki (Edinburgh, Scotland, UK)
and J. Rosenberg (College Park, MD, USA). The object of themeeting was to bring together topologists,
analysts, and geometers with related interests. There were 38 participants from Australia, Canada, France,
Germany, Great Britain, Hong Koog, Poland, Russia, Switzerland, and tbe United States.
Tbere were 24 ofliciallectures, 3 informal evening lecttires, and a (marathon) problem ~ion. Tbe organizers
were pleased with tbe Iively discussions which accompanied many of the talkS. The meeting proved to be
timely, since many participants were using analogous methods in different contexts. In particular, the relation
between tbe index theoretic and bounded topological approaches to the Novikov Conjectures became much
clearer during tbis meeting: This interaction has resulted in a program for uniting the analytic, topologieal,
and algebraic' approaches to the subject. In contrast with same "interdisciplinary" meetings, there was a
great deal of informal interaction between experts in very different fields.
A volume of conference proceedings is planned which will indude both research and expository papers,
together with an annotated problem list and bibliography.
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VORTRAGSAUSZÜGE - ABSTRACTS OF TALKS

The Borel conjecture for manifolds with bounded geometry
One ean pose the question: given a map between manifolds of bounded geometry, i.e. sectional eurvature
bounded in absolute value, inje<:tivity radius below J when is this map deformable to a smooth quasi-isometry?
This question is in fact related to a form of the Borel eonjecture. One can define a homology tbeory
H:I (X; G) where G is either a normed group or metrized spectrum, and aversion of surgery theory L~g(X),
botb of which depend on the Riemannian metric of X. Ir X is uniformly eontractible and the assembly map
A : H:/(X;L) L:'(X)
is an isomorphism then the answer to the question above is "always" if the map between manifolds is
surjective and efl'ectively proper Lipschitz. This "Borel eonjecture" is true for X = Rn.

J. BLOCK:
Variations of Rpe's <:oallle homologv theorv
Putting [P type uniformity conditions on tbe cycles in tbe coarse homology tbeory there is a relationsbip
between tbe vanishing of the homology grOUp8 and the presenee of isoperimetrie inequalities. For example,
Weinberger and I prove that H~I (X)
0 if and only if X is not amenable (HU I corresponds to the eoo
condition),. in the sense that for all U ~ X

e

=

area au > 6 > 0
vol U with 6 independent of U. The vanishing of the higher-dimensional homology groups is related to isoperimetrie
inequalities for higher codimension subspaces.
U. BUNKE:
On the Glueing Problem for the Index and the 'tInvariant
We contribute to the index theory of Dirac operators equivariant witb respect to the action of same C·algebra. We extend the theory of Mishchenko-Fomenko to real operators on complete manifolds and real
graded algebras. We prove a relative index theorem. Let M. = Vi UN W., i = 1,2 be partitioned manifolds
with Dirac operators as above which are invertible at infinity, and assume that neigbbourhoods of the
partitioning manifolds N (together witb all relevant structures) are isomorphie. Then one ean form M3 =
Vl UN W2 and M 4 = V2 UN W1 - We obtain

index( D l ) + indexe D 2 ) = indexe D 3 ) + index( D 4 ).
An application is to show that the index of tbe spin-Dirac operator twisted with a 8at C· -bundle on a
eompact manifold does not change under isometrie cutting and pasting at hypersurfaces eanying a metric of
positive scalar eurvature. Another application is to show that the map R.(r) - K.(C;(1r» suggested by S.
Stolz is weil defined. Here r is a finitely presented group and R. (11') is tbe group of bordisms of positive scalar
curvature metrics in dimension.. Similar analytic tecbniques can be applied in order to prove a glueing
Cormula (or rrinvarianta. In fact, consider in tbe geometrie situation above all manifolds to be compact an~
all Dirac operators to be the usual selfadjoint ones. Then tbe reduced "..invariants are defined as
•
q( D) == 'l( D) - dim(ker D) .

We prove
1f(Dl) + 1f(D2 ) + ;;(D3 ) + ij(D4 ) = I E 271 .
U nder certain conditioDS we ean show the vanishing of I in the adiahatie limit.
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F. CONNOLLY :
Ends of G-manifolds and Stratified Sets
This is joint work with ß. Vajiac.
When is a G-manifold the interior of a compact G-manifold?

This is equivaJent to asking when the stratified spaee M/G (in the sense of F. Quinn) is the interior of a
compact stratified space. Since stratified spaces have good induetion properties, the right question to ask is:
Let X be a stratified space with a single tarne, "'l-stable, end l. Assurne uX (the union of all stra~ except
the top stratum) is already the interior of a eompact stratified spaee Y. Is X = Int X, for seme eompact
stratified spaee X, for which u X
Y?

=

The answer will involve Ka(fZ"'l(l». Here "'l(l), the fundamental group of i , is defined as Lim "'1(N\lTN), as
N ranges over neighborhoods of l. Also, tri, the "singular part" of l has controlled K-groups, Ki(lT!, p), i $ 1.
Here pis the projection Holink(X,aX) - aX. The indusion i : Holink(X,erX) - X\aX induces a map
a : Ki(ar, p) - Ki(Z"'I(i».
It would seem natural to follow Siebenmann and Quinn, by taking stratified space neighborhoods N of l
such that lTN ia an open eollar for ur. (A stratified spaee neighborhood of l is a neighborhood N of l, which
is also a stratified spaee with compact boundary; the boundary is the frontier of N in .X.) It would then
seem natural to try to make handle exehanges aerass öN\uoN in the hope of making (N, uN) acyclic. But
this proeess fails at the first step as ia seen in the first part of:
MAIN THEOREM Let ,X he a stratified space with a single tame, 1rl-stable, end. Assume uX":= Int (Y) for
some compaet stratifiedspace Y. Assume dim(X) ~ 6.
A. There is an ohstroction fr-l(l) in K_1(Uftp) which vanishes iff l admits arbitrari/y small stratified space
neighhorhoods N. In this case, N can be taken so that N na X is a collar for Ul.
"';-;-' B. If er -lei) = 0, there is a second ohstruction aa(!) in KO(Z"'l(l»/a(Ko(al, p»). This obst~dion vanishes
iff X = Int X for some compact s'tmtified space X for which a X = Y.

One eould state the theorem for more than' one end, and also without assuming a completion of tbe singular
set has been chosen. This would make tbe statement more difficult to read.

J. CUNTZ:
Thc excision problem in Deriodic cydic cohomology
This is joint work with D. Quillen.
Given a (n~n-unital) algebra

aover a ~eld of characteristic 0 set

C"(3) = {(n + 1) -linear functionals on

ax 3 x ... x 3} ,

C n (3 co ) = lim C"(3i:)

a

-;+

where :::> 32 :> 33 :J ... are tbe powers of 3. Extending the eoncept of H-unitality introduced by Wodzicki
we say t~at is approximately H-unital if the complex (Gn«(Joo), b') with the usual b'-operator 'is acyclic,
aod prove tbe following:

a

For every ezact sequence 0 siz-tenn ezact sequence

THEOREM

,3 - A -

A/3 -

0 with

a approzimately

H -unital there is a

where Hp· denotes periodic cyclic cohomology.

We are able to show that virtually all algebras of interest da satisfy the, condition of approximate H ":unitality.
Specifically, the following algebras are approximately H-unital (but not H-unital):
• principal ideals in polynomial algebras,
3
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• algebraic or C" -suspensions of approximately H -unital algebras
• the Schatten dass ideals l"(H)
.
• tbe ideals 1 A and q A in the universal extension 0 - lA - RA - A - 0 and
the universai spiit extension 0 - qA - QA - A - O.
These facts imply important, previoualy uoknown, properties of HP- like &tt periodicity and existence and
i80morphism properties of ehern characters.

J. EICHHORN :
Rigidity of the index on open manifolds
Let (Mn, g) be open complete, (5, ( .., .), V) - M a Clifford bundle, D the generalized Dirac operator. D
depends on V',g, D = D V ". Let 1D be the corresponding index form, m a functional on ID, A an operator
algebra, <; a eyelic cohomology dass, IndD E KiA, indtD = (ID,m), inddD = (IndD,<;) the topological or
analytical index respectively. Rigidity amounts to the descriptioD of the a.dmissible variations of V, 9 such
that [ID], Ind D, ind,D, indaD remain unchanged. We always assurne g, V of bounded geometry up to order
1:, V E C(k). The key approach is to introduce suitable Baoach or Sobolev topologies by means of uniform
structures on C(k), thus obtaining spaces C2 ,r(k). The choke of the uniform structure has to be adaptedthe choke of i, A, m, ,. Then we obtain many rigidity theorems, e.g. the following:
•

A ssume (Mn, g) open, wmplete, 0/ bounded geometry up to order 1:, k ~ r > I + 1, V, 'VI E C( k)
,V 1 Ecomponent 0/ V C c2 ,r(k), D = DV , D1
DV 1 , Sand D gro.ded, D : {lO.2,1(S, V) _ gO,2,O(S) =
L 2 (S) Fredholm. Then Dl u Fredholm too and THEOREM

=

indoD+

>= inddDt·

For V, VI E e(k) arbitrary or other topologies this is in general definitely wrang. On compact
manifolds this is a!ways trivially true.
REMARK:

S. FEJ.tRY (chail) :
Informal session on the topological invariance of rational Pontrjagin classes
The theorem under discussion is:
THEOREM (Novikov) 11 f : M - N u a homeomorphism between closed smooth mani/olds, theR I- (p(
p( TM), where p( TM) anel p( TN) are tAe tottd Pontr;agin classes 0/ the tangent bund/es in H- (M; Q) and
H-(N; Q), respeetivei,.
Hy material in Milnor-Stasheff, the theorem follows immediately (rom the following elaim:
CLAIM A 11 I : W' - W
V X Rot u a homeomorphism between smooth. mani/olds with V closed, then the
signature 01 fhe tronsverse inverse image 01 V ia that 01 V.
By "the transverse inverse image
V", we mean tbe inverse image j-l(V), where j is a. smooth approximation to 1 which is transverse to V.
Claim A follow8 from the stronger claim below:
CLAIM 8 1/1: W' - W = V X IR i U a bounded homotopy equivalence (over IRi) between smooth maRi/olds
witA V closed, then tAe sigl1tdure 01 t1Je tronaverse inverse image 01 V ia that 01 V.

TN» = -

=

oe

Claim B follows from a bounded version of Brow.der'9 M x IR Theorem. This theorem is more-or-less equival~
to the simply-connected version of Quinn's End Theorem.
_
1/I : W' - W = V X IR" is a 60uncled homotoPJ equivalence befween $mooth
mani/old8 with V dosed and simpl, connected, dirn V 2: 5, then 1 ia boundedl, dose ~o I' : W' - V x IR·
so that I' is tronsverse to V x R·- 1 X {O} and

BOUNDED SPLITTING THEOREM

1'1: ,-l(V x

1ll 1 -

1

X

{O}) - V

X

IR"-l

X

{O}

is a bounded homotoP!1 equivalence over IR i - I .
For general V, the splitting obstructioD lies in K_.(Zrl(V» which is zero for V simply connected by Ba..8Ir
Heller-Swan. Claim B follows by splitting k times and using the homotopy invariance of signatures of closed
manifolds. Ir the dimensions get too low. we cross with Cp 2 and proceed.
4
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REMARK. Chaosing to prove Claim B instead of proviog Claim A directly canfers the technical advantag~
that all constructions are carried out in the smooth category.

A detailed discussion of S. Weinberger's aoalytic proof of the same theorem followed. Key 'points in the
discussion included the observation that the topologists' L~dt,(Z) and the analysts' K.(C·(M)) (= the
_ [(-theory of the bounded propagation algebra) are c10sely rel~ted, as weil as the following theorem:
The Novikov Con]'ecture is true for 7r if and only if there is a non trivial finite group G so that lor
every lree homologically trivial action 01 G on a connected smoolh manifold J"A with 1rl(M) 7f, the higher
signaturt! 01 M vanishes.
THEOREM

=

M. GROMOV:
Geometrie reftections on the Novikov conjecture
The simplest manifestation of rough geometry in the Novikov eonjeeture appears when one looks at a fibrewise
rough (eoarse) equivalenee between two veetor bundles over a given base, where the fibres are equipped with
~. metrics of negative eurvature. Such an equivalence induces a fibrewise homeomorphism of the associated
. , sphere bundles and henee, by Novikov's theorem, an isomorphism of the Q-Pontrjagin classes of the bundles.
What is relevant of the negative curvature, as we see it nowadays, is a eertain largeness of such spaces.
More generally, if X n is a contractible maniCold admitting a cocompact group of isometries (or more general
uniformly contractible space) one expects it to be rather large in many cases, e.g. admitting a proper Lipsehitz
map into Ill n of non-zero degree. An example of an X without such maps to Rn may eventually lead to a
counterexample to the Novikov conjecture. On the other hand, there is a growing list of spac~ where such
a~is~~~

,

A purely analytico-geometric counterpart of the Novikov eonjecture for X is the claim that the non-reduced
L 2 -cohomology L 2 H-(X) does not vanish. A similar conjecture can be stated for the Dirae operator (instead
ofthe deRham complex): the square ofthe Dirae operator on X contains zero in its spectrum. Both properties
express the idea of the "spectral largeness" of X, and the latter is c10sely related to the non-existente of
ametrie with positive scalar curvature quasi-isometrie to X. The non-existence of such ametrie on X is
yet another version of the Novikov eonjecture which is orten somewhat easier than the original Novikov
conjecture, as one can combine here operator-theoretie techniques with the minimal. surface approach of
Schoen and Yau.
S. HURDER:
Exotic index theory aod the Novikov conjecture
The "method of descent" using operator aJgebras from the "coarse Novikov Conjecture" to· the Novikov
Conjecture for groups ia described. This proves:
:x~}
Suppose Br is a finite complex and the universal covering Er admits a compactifieation X so
that
(a) r aets continuously on X
(b) X is contractible
(e) compact subsets 0/ Er translate 10 small suhsets near ax
(d) X. is metrizable.

THEOREM.

(These four conditions are the same as in Erik Pedersen's talk. For t~is talk, we add the extra hypothesis)
(e) r is a generalized duality group; that is, ax is a (Cantor continuum possibly) wedge 'oj spheres.
Then the operator algebra assembly map

0/ Mishehenko

and Kasparov p.: K.(Br) -

K.(C;(r)) is injective.

REMARKS.

A. Conditions (b), (c), & (d) imply that the coarse Novikov Conjecture of John Roe is true for Er.
B. It is likely that the homology condition (e) above is not necessary - a suitable use of Poincare duality
should eliminate this.
C. Hypotheses (a), (b) & (d) ean be weakened (see the Remark below), but 00 examples are known where
the more general hypothesis is needed.
5
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D. Injectivity of 11 is stronger than the rational injectivity of the algebraic assembly map; for example,
it haa applications to the non-existence of metrics of positive scalar curvature on closed manifolds M
with ;';'i(~\!) = r.
Idea of proof - 1) Introduce familiesof Roe algebrtJ$ associated to the balanced product
Br to obtain a C·-algebra ce(r, r). Then
THEOREM.

There ia a natural map 01 algebras

x: C;(f)

-+'

1f:

Vr

= Er Xr Er -

C·(f, r).

2) Form the separable corona 8ft f = 8X x r Ef -+' Bf which is a fiberwise compactification of Vr. Then
THEOREM. There ia a natural (trtJnsgressed) indez pairing
K·+1(oftf) x· K.(C;(f,lf'» -

KK.+.(Vr,Br)

which caß be evaluated via tAe Conraes-Skan.dalis foliation indez theorem tor the fibration

3) For each a E K·+l(öf) we obtain the exotic index map

= x

1f:

Vr -

Br.

r» -

p(a) X 60: K.(C;(r» - K.(C-(f,
KK.+.(Vr, Bf)
Hypotheses (b) &. (e) imply there are suflicient c1asaes a E K· (Oft r) to detect all of the dasses in the imag~
of the l1-map, proving injectivity.
•
REMARK. The above method applies 10 any separable corona compactification of Vr, from which more
general results p088ibly follow.

P. JULG:
K K-groups and the Baum-Connes conjecture for SU(n, 1)
This is joint work with G. Kasparov.
Kasparov has introduced the ring R(G) = KKG(C, C) for locally compact group G. We show that if
G
SU(n, 1) and K = U(n) a maximal eompact subgroup of GI the restriction map R(G) -+ R(K) is an
isomorphism. This proves in partieular the Baum-Connes conjecture for discrete subgroups of SU(n, 1).
The proof uses the geometry of the natural boundary (eontact structure, Rumin complex of differential
fonns) and a Szegö map sending same forms in the Rumin eomplex to the L2- eohomology of the symmetrie
spaee.

=

R. JUNG:
Relations between elliptic bomolon and the Novikov eonjectures
Let M be a closed oriented manifold with fundamental group 'Ir, and f : M -+' Blf' be the classifying map of
the universal covering. The rational fonn of the Novikov conjecture 88ks if f.(L(M) n [MD ia a homotopy
invariant (where L(M) is the total Hinebrucb L-class of M).
This expression is obviously a bordism invariant which can be writteIi aa a natural transformation O~o(B1r) H_(811'; Q(t]) , [M, f) ...... L.(M, I). The index t indicates that ODe keeps track of the dimension of the manifold
using an indet.erminate t of degree 4. The total L-class has excellent multiplicative properties as e.g. given
by the 1957 theorem of ehern, Hirzebruch, and Serre. From this ODe gets rigidity for the total L-class
in fibre bundles: Ir p : E - B is a fibre bundle with fibre F s.t. '!"1(B) acts triviallyon H-(F;Q), the~
p.(L.(E» = sign(F) . L.(B), i.e. the invariant does not see the non-triviality of the fibre bundle. .
•
Definition: Let T. (X) be the submodule of n~o (X) eonsisting of singular manifolds I : M - X in X s. t. M is
a fibre bundle with fibre Cp2, haae BI aod structure group the full group of isometries o( C'p 2 . Furtbermore
the map f has 10 be coostaot. along the fibres, inducing a map 7 : B - x, and the singular manifold
7 : B - X has 10 be zero-bordant in X. Denote by ell~o(X) the quotient ell~o(X) := n~o(X)IT.(X).
Then L. is trivial 00 T., so it gives an invariant of the classes in ell~o(X).
Elto(X) := eleo(X)[(Cp3)-I] ia 0 multip/icative generolized homology theory with coeJJicienb
Elf;° = Z[', ,-1]. Away from tAe prime!! there ia an isomorphism El~o(X)[t] .:! KO.(X)[!l given hy
the Sullivaß orientation cleus. At the prime 2 after modi/ying the invariant L. by 2·torsion it gives an
i$omorphism Eleo(X)(2):!! H.(X;~2)[t,t-l]).

THEOREM

6
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This means that the dass of [M, f] in Ell~o( . .\ ) is rationaJly equivalent to the invariant L,. But sißce EIl~o
is integrally defined there ia additional torsion information in this dass. So ODe can ask the following
Questioo: Suppose the Novikov conjecture is true for the group 11". Ja the dass [M, f] in Ell~o(X) a homotopy
invariant?
Examples:

1)
2)

11"

= 7C' : There is

00

torsion in Ell~o(B11"), so the answer is yes.

= 7l/27l : Ell~o (Br)

has ooly 2-torsion that cao be detected in H. (87l/2Z; Z/271) and is given by
Stiefel-Whitney dasses, so again the answer is yes.
7(

This idea of defining elliptic homology theories was first used by M. Kreck and S. Stolz in defining an elliptic
homology theory starting from spin bordism and using fibre bundles with fibre IHIP 2 .

J. KAMINKER :
Duality for C·-algebras of hyperbolic dynamical systems and the Novikov conjecture
This is joint work with I. Putnam.
A hyperbolic dynamicalsystem, such as asubshift offinite type, has two C·-algebras, Fr-' and R- associated to
it. They satisfy a form ofSpanier-Whitehead duality. This says that there is an element Ä E K K(R,U (i!) R- ,Cl
which induees an isomorphism
®Ä :

Ki(nu) - K'+ I (tl-) .

This duality ia an isomorphism for sub-shifts offinite type, generalized solenoids and Anosov diffeomorphisms
of the torus. The algebras ~ and R- are generalizations of Cuntz-Krieger algebras.
~
The relation of this to the Novikov conjecture is the following. The Novikov conjecture, in ä strong form,
can be viewed as the statement that the C·-algebra Co(Br) is Spanier-Whitehead dual to C;(r). lf r is a
finitely presented Fuchsian group, with limit set S1 and eontaining parabolic elements, then. the action of
the group r on (a slightly modified) Si is orbit equivalent to a dynamical system of the type considered
above. There ia a diagram relating the Novikov eonjeeture duality between Co(Br) and C;(r) to the duality
between the algebras Ir and R- obtained from the dynamics on the boundary.

G. KASPAROV :
Groups acting on boHe spaees and the Novikov conjecture
This is joint work with G. Skandalis.

'..

Let 6 be a positive real number. Consider a o-geodesic metric spaee X. We will eall X 6-bolic if the following
two eonditions are satisfied:
Let x, y, z E X and a be a 6-middle point of {x, y}.
Then p(a; z) ~ max(p(z, z),
p(Yt z» + 26. Moreover, for any r > 0 there exists R(r) > 0 such that for any R 2: R(r), if p(z, z) :5 R,
p(y, z) :5 R, arid p(x, y) ~ R/2, then p(a, z) :5 R - r.
"
862. For any r > 0 there exists R > 0 such that for any quadruple of points a, b, Cf d E X satisfying the
eonditions: p(a, b) + p(c, d) :5 T, p(a, c) + p(b, d) ~ R, and p(a, c) :5 p(a, d), one has; p(b, c) :5 p(b, d) + 26.
MAIN THEOREM Let X be a discretebo/ic metnc ·space such that for any r > 0 "the numher 01 points in
B61.

each ball 01 radius r is hounded hy a constant which depends only on r. Then for any discrete group acting
isometricaJly and proper/y on X the Novikov conjectut't ia true.

T. KOZNIEWSKI :
On the Nil and Unil graups
This is joint work with F. Connolly.
We describe the Nil and UNii groups (Nil(R, a) of Bass and Farrell, Ni/(R; B1. B 2 ) of Waldhausen,

UNilqn(R; B., 8 2 ) of Cappell) in terms of a polynomial extension category Aa[t]. The deseription implies;
10 80th Nil groups above are special cases of the same construction.
7
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2° In the geometrie eases there is an isomorphism
where L f (

)

UNil~n(R; Bit B 2 )
i::J thc: \rVall-Ra.üicki L-gruüp.

=

Lf(Ao[~])

In the "universal ease" UNil~n(R) := UNil~n(R; R, R) we obtain the following computations:
3° Let R be a division ring with involution.

(i) If the eharacteristic of R is #; 2 then UNilgn(R)

=

O.
(ii) Let R be a perfeet field of characteristic 2. Then:
- Ir the involution on R is nontrivial then UNil~n(R) = o.
- If the involution on R is trivial then UNilqn(R)
R.
4° Let R be a Dedekind domain of cbara.cteritie 1:- 2 with involution. Assurne R/2R is aperreet ring. Then:
I

=E:O=o

(i) Ir the involution is nontrivial or n is even then UNil~n(R)

=O.

(ii) If the involution i8 trivial and R/2R is aperfeet field then the natural map UNil~(R) - UNil;(R/2R)
is an isomorphism .

w.

LÜCK:

L 2 -Betti numbers and Novikov-Shubin invariants
We investigate the L2-Betti numbers and the Novikov-Shubin invariants of a finite CW-complex. The L 2 _
Betti numbers are defined to be the von Neumann dimension or the L2 -cohomology. If X is a compact
Riemannian manifold, they agree with the limit for large times of the von Neumann trace of the heat kernel
of the Laplace operator 00 the universal coveriog and the Novikov-Shubin invariaots measure how fast it
approaches its limit and in particular whether there is a gap in the spectrum at zero.
THEOREM 1 üoiot with J.Lott) Let M be a eompact orientable eonnected 3-manifold with prime decomposition

M

•

=MIÖM2U ... UM,..

Asaume that 7I"l(M) i3 infinite and each Mi ia finitely covered by a maRifold whieh i8 Haken, Seifert or
hyperbolic. Then
(1) The L'-Betti numhers are such tAat

h~2)(M)

0

b~')(M)

r -1

h~2)(M)

b~2)(M) - x(M)

h~2)(M)

0.

,.

1

+ ~ :l't(Mi) + CGrd{C E :l'o(8M) I C = 5')

(!) TAe Novikov-Shuhin invariants are all positive and ean be computed exp/ieitly for p = 0,3 for all M
and for p = 1, 2 for Seifen Gnd h,perholie manifolds.

The following three results answer quest.ions by M. Gromov.
THEOREM 2 I1 the eompact mani/old M fihers over SI, oll its L2-Betti numhers vanish.

.&

3 Let 1 d r - r - 1 be an enen"ion 01 infinite finitely presented graups. Suppose"
contains an infinite eyclie sa6group. Then:

THEOREM

that

11"

b~2)(r)

=O.
=

4 Let X be a finite CW-complez with residually finite fundamental group 11" 1rl(X), i.e. there
is a sequence 0/ nested normal subgroups ... c r 2 C r 1 C ]I" in r whose intersection is the trivial subgroup.
Let X m be the finite eovering tJSsocialed 10 r m and h,(Xm ) be the ordinary Betti number. Then KazhdGn's
inequa/ity ia actually an equality, i. e.

THEOREM

8
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We mention the following corollary of Theorem 3
COROLLARY 5 Under the assumptions of Theorem :1 we have:
(1) The deficiency off (which is the maximum of the difference 01 the number 01 generators and the number
01 relations of any presentation) is bounded by l.
(!) If M is a closed orientable 4.manifold with fundamental group 1I't(M) r, then:

=

sign(A/) ~ X(l\f) .

V. MATHAI:
Homotopy invariance of n-invariants and their generalizations

•

Let X be a closed, oriented Riemannian manifold of odd dimension with fundamental group 11'. Let R'Ir denote
the space of a11 unitary p-dimensional representations of 'Ir. To each smooth map 9 : N~R7r I define a
generalized q-invariant 7], of X. Here N is a closed, oriented Riemannian manifold of even dimension. In
'1g(N)(O) - '1g(5)(0), where SO
{S, N} and '1tf>(0) denotes
particular, for the map 9 : SO-R7r, 11g
the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer q-invariant for tbe <;6-twisted tangential signature operator B @ <p of X. In this
paper, I study the homotopy invariance of 7]g. Recall that a smooth map 9 : N - Rr is said to be null
eobordant if N
8M and g extends to a smooth map 9 : M -Rr. One result which I prove is that for
any nu11-cobordant map 9 : N -Rrr, if, (modulo 1) is a homotopy invariant of (X, g).

=

=

=

J. MILLER:
Signature operators and surgery noups
"'~
We study the connections between signature operators, surgery obstructions and K-theory.~in a general
eontext. Let A be a Ce-algebra with unit. A r-complex is a Fredholm complex of Hilbert A-modules,
equipped with an involution with the properties of the Bodge * operator. Such a complex has a Fredholm
signature operator S with Ind S E K,(A), i n(mod 2). Let Bn(A)"be tbe bordism group of n-dimensional
T-complexes, and L"(A) the symmetrie surgery group. Tbe main result is that there are isomorphisms

=

IodS: B"(A) -

K,(Al.

1

tr' : Bn(A) -

L"(A)

1

m : L"(A) -

K,(A)

such that Ind S = mtT.- In the situation where A = C*1r, 'Ir = 1rt(M) for a closed manifold Mn and the
complex is tbe deRham complex of M with coefficients in a 8at C*1r-bundle, this shows that Iod S is a
homotopy invariant. Products in the various groups are also discussed.
1

A. MISHCHENKO :
On analytical torsion over C* -algebras
This is joint work with A. Carey and V. Mathai.

Let N be a non simply connected compact smooth simplicial manifold , with 7r = 1rl(M), dirn M = n.
Let p : 1r - C"'[7rJ be the regular representation. Ooe can associate to the representatioo p the de Rahm
complex, the simplicial chain complex and the de Rham homomorphism
I : {lP(M; E) - cP(M; E)

with the eylinder Cyl(M, p) an acyclic complex. The problem discussed in the Iecture is to extend the
notion of analytic torsion due to Ray and .Singer to arbitrary C· -algebras with a trace function, espeeially
to C·[1t'J. We affer to consider the torsion of the acyclic Cyl(M,p) as an analog of the torsion of Ray
and Singer. Generalizations of the technique and the independence of the choice of Riemannian metric are
discussed.
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E. PEDERSEN :
Controlled algebra and the Novikov conjecture
This ja joiot work with G. Carlssoo.
If f is a group with finite Hf such thaI. Er admits a compactification X satisfying:
(i) the f -action on Ef extends to X,
(ii) X is contractible (at least in tbe Cech sense).
(iii) compact subsets in Er translate to smaH sets near boundary,
tbeo the K- and L.theory Novikov conjectures hold for f. The proof for metrizable X uses the fact that
controlled algebra produces Steenrod homology theories. The metrizability condition is removed by mapping
to Ceeh homology.
S. PRASSIDIS :
K -theory rigidity of virtually nilpotent groups
Let r be a virtually nilpotent group, that is a group which fits ioto an exact sequence:

I-N-r-G-l

tt

where N is a finitely generated, torsion !ree, nilpotent group and Gisfinite. Using Maleev's eompletioD, we
can construet ~ cocompact action of r on Rn where n vcd(r) h(N). Notiee that N acts Creely and the
quotient Mr RA/N is a eompact manifold. The main result of the project is the following:
THEOREM With the above notation

=

=

=

(a) K[;:(Mr) = 0, /or i :5 -1.
(6)

['IGI

is odd then the /orget control map KC~(Mr)c -

=

Kfh(Mr) ia a split monomorphism /or i :5 l.

(c) [I (GI is odd then iI·(Z/2Z; Kld't'(Mr» 0 /or i :5 1.
Here the K-gr.oups are the equivariant K·groups ofSteinberger-West and Kl
Wh, Ko denotes the redueed
Ko-group. The Z/2~action in (c) ja given by inverting the h-eobordisßl8.
For the proof, we use the fibering apparatus construction introduced by Farrell-Hsiang to translate the
problem to one with control over a erystallographie manifold. We eomplete the proof using the expansive
maps and the classifieation of the erystallographic groups. Notice that part (a) is immediate consequence of
the vanishing results for lower K-groups given by Farrell-Jones.

=

M. PUSCHNIGG :
eycHe cohomology and the Novikov conjecture·

In this exp08itory talk the role of eyclie cohomology in several approa.ches to the Novikov conjecture was
discussed. It cau be summarized by the following eommutative diagram:

L.(c;(r»

1
L.(CI')

1

~ K.(C;(r) ~ X) --EL.... HC.(C;(r) ~ X)

1

lA 2

K.(Cf 0XOO)

---E!L.... HC.(cr 0XCO)

lAI

Indezl

h.(Bf;L) ----+h.(Br,OOlJ) _ ....c......h_...., h.(Bf, HC.(C)
The assembly map Al is always injective and should be used to imply the injeetivity of the corresponding
assembly maps in K- and L.theory. This is obstructed however by the vanishing of eyelie homology for
(stable) C·-algebras, which forees the map A, to be zero.
The first approach (due to ConnerMoscovici) overcomes this diffieulty for hyperbolie groups by replacing the
group C·-algebra C;(r) by smooth subalgebras C"(r) (r E N) whieh possess "enough" eyelie eohomology
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to detect the image of the assembly map. (This requires delicate estimates using the hyperbolicity of the
group.)
Tbe seeond approacb (due to Connes, Gromovand Moscovici) is based on the observation that in the diagram
above the indusion er - C;(r) may be replaced by any asymptotic morphism er - A (for a suitable C·algebra A) that arises as the monodromy representation of an "aJmost Bat" bundle (Le. a sequence of bundles
(E", V,,) of f.g. projective A-modules in a fixed K-theory dass, with curvatire tending to 0). A modified
version of cydic homology has to be used to make the diagram weil defined in the asymptotic setting. The
"asymptotic cyclic cohomology" turns out to be a sensitive invariant of C· -algebras (in contrast to the other
cycJie theories). For example, there exists abivariant Chern character eh : KK·(-,-) - HC;(-, -) that
becomes an isomorphism under complexification on a large dass of C· -algebras. In particular, there are
sufficiently many asymptotic cocycles aod "almost Bat" bundles over Bf to veriry tbe injectivity of the
K -theory assembly map for a large dass of graups r eontaining aJI tbe eases where the K -theory Novikov
eonjecture was known so far.

•

A. RANICKI:
Aigebraic Novikov for analysts
Tbe talk addressed analysts to the extent that it concerned the reduction to algebra of the original Novikov
conjecture on tbe homotopy invarianee of the bigher signatures. Tbe reduction also strips Novikov's proof
of the topologicaJ invarianee of rational Pontrjagin classes to its algebraie essenee. The assembly map in tbe
Wall compact surgery obstruction graups of a spaee X

A : H.(X;IL.(tz» L.(Z[il"t(X)])
is defined in [2] by sending a sheaf r of Z-valued quadratic forms over X with compaet support to tbe
Z[il"t(X)]-valued quadratie form q !p!r, with p : X- X the universal covering projeetion and q : ,,~-{pt.}
the unique map. Tbe Novikov conjecture holds for a group 1r if and only if A is a rational injection for the
classifying spaee X = Brr. The loeally finite assembly map in tbe X -bounded quadratic L-group~ of ametrie
space X
A'l : H~/(X;IL.(Z» L.(Cx(Z))
is defined in [2] by analogy with A, with Cx (tE) the Pedersen-Weibel category of X -graded free tz-modules
andbounded morphisms, and L.(Cx (Z» the Ferry-Pedersen bounded surgery obstruetion groups. If 1f is
a group with finite B1r and A'l is a rational isomorpbism for tbe universal eover X = Etr of Btr tben the
Novikov conjeeture bolds for 1r. In particular, A is an isomorphism for X = BZ" = 1'" and A'l ia an
isomorphism for X = E71"
IR", giving the algebraic proo! of the Novikov conjecture for the free abelian
group tr = zn and also of the topological invariance of tbe rational Pontrjagin classes. See [1], [2] and [3]
(perhaps in reverse order) for more extended accounts of the algebraic theory aod its applications.
[1] A.R., Lower K - and L-theory, London Math. Soe. Lecture Notes 178, Cambridge Uni~ersity Press

=

(1992).
[2] A.R., Algebraic L-theory and topological mani/olds, Cambridge Tracts in Mathematics 102, Cambridge
University Press (1992).
[3J A.R., On the Novikov conjeeture (preprint circulated at tbe conference, and submitted to the eonference

proceedings) .

J. ROE:
Coarse geometry and index theory
Coarse geometry is the study of metric spaces )( up to same concept of 'lalge seale equivalenee'. For example.
tz and IR should be equivalent in coarse geometry. Given any generalized homology or cobomology theory on
the category of loeally compact spaces and proper maps. one ean define an assoeiated coarse theory on tbe
category of metric spaces aod coarse maps; one way to do this (though not always applicable) is to define
the 'coarse S-theory' SX. (X) of a space ~\ to be the ordinary S-theory of anyuniformly contractible space
coarsely equivalent to )(.
There is a natural map from ordinary S-homology to coarse S·homology. The thesis of tbe talk was that
this map in K -homology should be thought of as a generalization of the Atiyah-Singer index. As evidenee,
11
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note that if M is a compact manifold then KX.(M) = Z and the 'co&rSening' mapdoes indeed asaociate 10
any elliptic operator (thought of aa defining a dass in K.(M» ita UBual Fredholm index.
Qne Ca!! the!l make a 'met~t;C)njecture' to the eff'ect that the coarsening map on K -homology should enjoy
alt the good properties of the usual index. For instance, the dass in K X. of an invertible elliptic operator
should vanish; the dass of the signature operator should be invariant under suitable homotopy equivalences.
These imply more f&miliar versiollB of the Novikov and positive scalar curvature conjectures.
One can attempt to prove them by introducing an analytic model for coarse homology. This is the K -theory
of the translation algebra C·(X) of locally compact finite propagation operators on a Hilbert 8pace 1l over
X (that is, the continuous functions on X act on 1l by bounded operators). There ia an assembly map
p: KX.(X) ~ K.(C·(X» and one can conjecture that IJ is an i80morphism (or, more cautiously, that it is
injective or rationally injective). This should imply the conjectures above.
One hopes that because the coarse category is much more ftexible than the eategory of groups, more rapid
progress will be possible on these conjectures. In joint work with N. Higson and G. Yu, I have verified the
strong conjecture (isomorphism) for cones on finite polyhedra and for Hadamard manifolds, and the weak
conjecture (rational injectivity) for hyperbolic metric spaces in the sense of Gromov.

J. ROSENBERG :
Ana.lytic NoVikov ror topologists
We explain for topologists the "dictionary" for understanding the analytic proofs of the Novikov conjecture,
and how they relate to the surgery-theoretic. proofs. In particular, we try to explain the following points:
Why do the analytic proofs of the Novikov conjecture require the introduction of C*-algebras?
Why do the analytic proofs of the Novikov conjecture all u.se K-theory instead of L-theory? Aren't they
computing the wrong thing?
How can one show that the index map IJ or ß studied by analysts matches up with the assembly map in
surgery theory?
Where does "bounded surgery theory" appear in the analytic proofs? Can one find a correspondence between
the sorts of arguments used by analysts and the controlled 8urgery arguments used by topologists?

E. TROITSKY :
On the homotoDY invariance of same hisher simatures
THEOREM Let
6e 0 comple% vector bandie Ol1er 81(, such that
the higher signatare

e

e is trivial off the

l·skeleton 01 B1r. Then

(L(M)JM(Ch(en, [M])
is an oriented homotopy invariant, where rl(M) r, /M : M - B1r is the classifying map.

=

Two approaches to the proof of this theorem are discussed. One of them probably can be generalized and the
author is dose to proving this theorem for the 2·skeleton instead of the I-skeleton. This is more interesting
because of the homotopy structure of Br.

•

S. WEINBERGER:
CO&rBe geometry and tbe Novikov conjecture
I discU88ed joint work with Steve Ferry on the "Prindple of Descent" which enables one to deduce Novikov
type results (for various fUDctors) from bounded versions on the asaociated met.ric spaces. Nonetheless,
we also give an example of a uniformly contractible manifold (i.e., (M, d) is a metric space and there is
a functioD I such that the indusion Bc(r) C Bc(/(r» IS null.homotopic for all coneentric balls) which
is not boundedly topologically rigid. - For this example, the bounded propagation speed algebra also has
interesting K ·homology.
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B. \VILLIAMS :
Transfers: K-theory versus 1I0motopy Theorv
This is joint work with W. Dwyer and M. Weiss.
Let p: E - B be a fibration where the tibers are finitely dominated, and where B is a connected CW
complex. Let S be an associative rin~. Let 4J : 1Tl(E) - GLn(S) be an S-representation of 4>. The
representation <P determines an element 4J E K'(S)O(E), where K'(S) denotes the K-theory spectrum for the
category off.g. modules over S (not necessarily projective). Ir F i9 a fiber ofp, tben iJ xl'l(B) Hi(F,q,) - B
represents an element hi(p, </» in K'(8)0(B) (where iJ denotes the universal cover of B).
THEOREM

If p is a differential fiber bundle with compact fibers, then

p!(~) =

L (-l)ihi(p,t/J) .
i

Here p! denotes the Becker-Gottlieb transfer for p.
The key step follows from the Orthogonal Calculus of Weiss.
Thi; theorem implies results of Bismut-Lott and Becker-Schultz which were originally proved using index
theory. (Notice that if S is the real or complex numbers, then~ determines a Hat bundle on E.) Furthermore,
this result i8 not 'true for general fibrations even when S, is the integers.
References:
Bismut,J .-M. and Lott, J. : Flat vector bundles, direct images, and higher analytic to~iOh.:{p.~eprint).
Becker, J. C. and Schultz, R. E. : The real semicharacteristic of a fibered manifold,Quart.J;.~Matb. Oxford

,{ .:~

(2) 33 (1982) 385-403.
M. YAN:

The role of signature in periodicity
In the classical surgery theory, the normal invariant lives in the L-homology theory (induced from the
surgery' obstruction spectra), which turns out to the the real K-homology theory 'after inverting 2. The Bott
periodicity in the K -theory then suggests that we should have 'a similar periodicity in tbe surgery theory.
However, tbe usual Bott periodicity in K-theory is induced from tbe Dirac operator. This is not compatible
with the periodicity in the surgery obstructions, which is accounted for by tbe signature. Heuce' in order to
obtain a periodicity for the structure set, we need to use the signature operator instead of the Dirac operator.
Although it does not produce periodicity in the K-theory, it does do so after inverting 2. As a consequence
we obtain the periodicity of tbe structure set after inverting 2.
Equivariantly, the equivariant Dirac operator still provides the periodicity in the equivariant K -theory. As
explained before, we should use the signature operator instead. Ir the group is of odd o!p.er, then the
signature operator indeed produces periodicity in K -theory. M6reover, for actions of finitegroup8, we still
have the identification of the L-homology theory with K-theory after inverting 2. AB a consequence, we have
the periodicity of the structure set for odd order group action, after inverting 2.
Such kind of periodicity of the structure set is certainly limited: 2-tor8ion isignored, the group has to be
odd order. So what is the role of signature in my periodicity, which is true integrally for actions not ooly of
odd order groups, but also even order groups, and even same compact 'Lie groups?
I obtain the periodicity in a rat her geometrical way. A key step is the following situation: Let E-M
be a bundle of closed manifolds, and let M be the boundary of another manifoJd N J such that 1ft M =
7J'1 N. Then crossing with E kills any surgery obstruction. This is dosely related to Atiyah '5 analysis of
the nonmultiplicativity of the signature. [n general, if the signature of M is zero, it does not necessarily
follow that the signature of E is zero. However, Atiyah expresses the signature of E in terms of universal
characteristic classes over the classifying space of the fundamental group. Therefore, the condition "'I M =
7J'1 N implies that the characteristic dass extends over N, and then the signature of E is zero. In fact, the
fundamental"" - 1f' theorem in the surgery theory says that such is the case even when we ~iew tbe signature
as an element in the surgery obstruction group, instead of a simple number.
.
The simple situation as above can be further generalized to certaio stratified union of many (isovariantly)
13
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1r -

1r

pairs. Atiyah's computation generalizes correspondingly.

I. w~~~d !ik~ t~ e~phasise th~t the vanishing of the signature should be fo.r p~rely algebraic reasoo. Lacki.ng
suatlnea &Igeoralc symmetrie grüüpö, ft'€ ca.n only perform oür constructlcn m an ad ho~ way= , truly wlsh
that somebody would work out analgebraic definition of Lä.

Berichterstatter: A. Ranicki
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